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Executive Summary

• When faced with making a decision or prediction of the future, we have a tendency to overweight 
recent information and extrapolate that information into the future — we call this recency bias.

• Over the past 10 years, risky assets performed extremely well for investors who allocated to stocks, 
bonds, and housing.

• It takes great effort and discipline to look beyond past performance and focus instead on the 
economic and market drivers that contribute to returns.

• The most successful institutional money managers and Wall Street executives develop market 
“forecasts” based upon valuations and economic conditions.

• The gap between past performance and real-world, go-forward returns could be devastating to 
your clients.

• The goal is to evolve from backward-looking insurance sales pitches to presenting a strong value 
proposition for a client’s retirement based on more realistic forward-looking expectations.
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Looking Forward Not Backward

During market corrections, we tend to look to the past to reassure ourselves that we’ve been here 
before. We take comfort in statistics indicating how quickly the market has recovered on average from 
past bear markets. It’s true we have been through other crises.

When faced with making a decision or prediction of the future, we have a tendency to overweight 
recent information and extrapolate that information into the future. Recency bias is a mental “shortcut.” 
We were overly confident and bullish at the end of 2019 and likely are overly bearish now.

In mid-2019, Annexus became concerned clients 
would extrapolate the strong trailing 10 years of equity 
performance into the next decade, which would create 
unrealistic expectations for fixed indexed annuity (FIA) 
performance going forward. This was the original motivation 
for developing an internal forecasting framework. 

This year represents a critical pivot point for retirees and an 
opportunity where you may be able to add real value by 
offering perspective and shifting the conversation back to 
facts with a focus on the future. More than ever, it’s critical to 
have a forecasting framework to help you do so.

 

What is YOUR prediction for 
annual stock market returns 
over the next 10 years?

(a) 0% (b) 5% (c) 10%
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PART 1:
Past Performance is Not Indicative of Future Results

Over the past 10 years risky assets performed extremely well for investors who allocated to stocks, 
bonds, and housing. Confidence was high. Volatility was low. What drove those returns? Four things:

1. Recovery from the “lost decade”
2. Quantitative easing kept interest rates low
3. Low inflation
4. Strong U.S. economy

Using past performance is a very risky way to predict the future. Yet we do it all the time, missing 
so-called “black swans” in the process. Many investors increased their risk and exposure at year end. 
Although we could not have predicted a global pandemic, there were indications that the market was 
due for a correction, triggering an even deeper revaluation.

It does take great effort and discipline to look beyond past performance and focus instead on the 
economic and market drivers that contribute to returns. Are your clients still taking the opposite bet 
with their retirements and being unduly influenced by past performance (positive or negative)?
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Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices.

EXHIBIT 1: S&P 500® TOTAL RETURN INDEX
1/01/2000 - 5/31/2020
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PART 2:
What Will Happen to the S&P 500® Over the Next 10 Years?
How can we shift from studying what’s in the rearview mirror and re-focus 
on what’s ahead?

Wall Street’s Perspective 

The most successful institutional money managers and Wall Street executives do not base their 
investment decisions on how the market performed during the past 10 years. Instead, they develop 
market “forecasts” based upon valuations and economic conditions.

Many of these institutions publish their forecasts for major asset classes and benchmarks, which they  
call Capital Market Assumptions. Midway through 2020, Wall Street’s consensus S&P 500® 10-year 
forecast (including dividends) is 6.2% — even though the past 10 years returns were over 13%! For U.S. 
aggregate bonds, they forecast 2.6% per year compared to 3.75% over the past 10 years (See Exhibit 
2). Their forecast for equities was lower because their models and analysis suggested the market was 
fully valued or even overvalued  
at the time.

BENCHMARK
ASSET CLASS REPRESENTATIVE 

INDEX
LAST 10 YEARS 

(JAN 2010 - DEC 2019)

LAST 10 YEARS 
INCLUDING COVID-19

(JUN 2010 - MAY 2020)

US LARGE CAP 
STOCKS WITH 
DIVIDENDS

S&P 500® Index  
Total Return 13.55% 13.14%

US LARGE CAP 
STOCKS  
EX- DIVIDENDS

S&P 500® Index  
Price Return 11.22% 10.82%

US SMALL CAP 
STOCKS WITH 
DIVIDENDS

Russell 2000 Index  
Total Return 11.83% 9.23%

INTERNATIONAL 
STOCKS WITH 
DIVIDENDS

MSCI EAFE Index  
Total Return 5.50% 5.27%

US BONDS
Bloomberg Barclays 
US Aggregate Bond 
Index Total Return

3.75% 3.98%

NEXT 10 YEARS 
WALL STREET 

FORECAST 
(MAY 2020)

6.2%

4.2%

7.7%

7.8%

2.6%

EXHIBIT 2: ANNUALIZED ASSET CLASS RETURNS & WALL STREET FORECAST

Source: S&P Dow Jones Indices, FTSE Russell, MSCI, & Bloomberg. For more information on Wall Street Forecasts see page 9. 
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Hypothetical example provided for informational purposes only. The hypothetical account values here do not include the 
deduction of fees or charges that may be associated with a specific product. No representation is made that an FIA will achieve 
results similar to the calculated returns; actual product performance will differ materially from what is shown here.

EXHIBIT 3: BACKCASTING RISK AND EXPECTATION SETTING

FIA Implications of Lower Large Cap Equity Expected Returns: 
Mind the Gap   
Wall Street expected the S&P 500® Price Index (excluding dividends) to only return 4.2% per year on 
average over the next decade. If you were to allocate to a one-year S&P 500® fixed indexed annuity 
(FIA) assuming a 60% Par Rate and 2% Spread, such a product could potentially return around 
0.52% per annum over the next 10 years (See Exhibit 3). Unfortunately, many carriers rely on past 
performance and sometimes ignore future forecasts. The gap between past performance and real-
world go-forward returns could be devastating to your clients. 
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Understanding Illustration Risk   
Annexus wants to help financial professionals develop more realistic long-term plans for their clients. 
Currently those financial professionals who incorporate FIAs into client retirement accounts most 
likely were told at some point to look for the index annuity that “illustrates the best.” Illustrations were 
originally designed to incorporate a regulatory requirement to help educate clients and agents on  
the product and provide an apples-to-apples comparison of how an S&P 500®-based FIA would 
perform — for example, how an uncapped FIA would perform compared to a capped FIA, both using 
the S&P 500® Price Index.

Now that the FIA market has evolved to incorporate smart-beta indices, the illustration is used as 
a planning and sales tool to determine how the product might perform on a go-forward basis. At 
this point, relying on the illustration is likely to set clients up for future disappointment based on the 
following reasons:

• S&P 500® returns as highlighted most likely won’t repeat in the next 10 years

• Many smart-beta indices maximize backtested returns using cherry-picking and data mining  
as opposed to being developed to perform well on a go-forward basis

Setting Realistic Client Expectations 
If Wall Street is forecasting such a different return, it raises the question: why would you rely on the 
past 10 years to select retirement products and risk giving clients false expectations as they enter 
into retirement?

In light of Wall Street’s expectations for equities and the current level of interest rates, it’s time to 
refocus. The goal is to evolve from backward-looking insurance sales pitches to presenting a strong 
value proposition for a client’s retirement based on more realistic forward-looking expectations.

We look forward to providing you with additional insights over the coming months. We do see better 
opportunity in smart-beta indices using a forecasting framework and will expand upon that topic and 
methodology in future commentaries.

Retirement Planning Takeaways:
1. Focus on developing long-term financial plans for clients

2. Keep a long-term perspective and strive for long-term positive returns rather than trying to 
navigate short-term market movements

3. Develop a financial plan that manages downside risk for clients

4. Change the conversation from historical performance to realistic go-forward expectations
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The Wall Street Forecasts for each asset class are derived from published Capital Market Assumptions 
from these firms:

AQR Capital Management 

BlackRock

BMO Global Asset Management

BNY Mellon

Invesco

JPMorgan

MFS

Prudential Investment Management Services, LLC

RBC

Research Affiliates

State Street

UBS

Vanguard

Voya 

Annexus is the leading independent product development provider of fixed indexed annuities, indexed universal life insurance 
and index-based wealth management solutions. Annexus partners with industry thought leaders, leading insurance carriers and the 
world’s largest investment banks to drive product innovation. A handpicked network of elite financial professionals have exclusive 
access to Annexus solutions that help clients take control of their retirements. Find out more about Annexus and its products at www.
annexus.com.

This represents the opinion of Annexus. It is not intended to be a forecast of future events, a guarantee of future results or investment 
advice with respect to any securities or other investment products. All opinions and estimates are given as of the date hereof and 
are subject to change. The forecast of any return may also fluctuate as a result of market changes. The information should not be 
deemed an offer or sale of any securities or other investment products and should not be relied on for such purpose. The user of this 
information assumes the entire risk of any use made of the information provided herein.

Any past or simulated past performance including back-testing, modeling or scenario analysis contained herein is no indication as to 
future performance. No representation is made as to the accuracy of the assumptions made within, or completeness of, any modeling, 
scenario analysis or back-testing. The authors are not obliged to inform the recipients of this communication of any change to such 
opinions or estimates.

This material is not a recommendation to buy, sell, hold or roll over any asset, adopt a financial strategy or use a particular index 
account type. It does not take into account the specific investment objectives, tax and financial condition or particular needs of any 
specific person. Annexus and its related distributors may not give tax, accounting or legal advice. Clients should work with their 
financial professional, independent tax advisor or attorney to discuss their specific situations.

© Annexus 2020 All rights reserved.


